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ABSTRACT
Using the haptic modality to transfer information to the driver
is recognized as a promising possibility in many in-vehicle
applications. In the field of lane departure warning systems,
several haptic warning signals were presented in the last
years. The application of synthetic steering wheel torque or
vibration informs the driver of an imminent lane departure. In
this paper, an approach to classify the existing signals is provided. The examination of the literature reveals diversity in
type and parameterization of the warning signals as well as
methodical differences, complicating comparability. While
the general effectiveness of haptic warning signals at the
steering wheel could be proven, there still is room for improvement. Based on the findings, the authors derive hypotheses concerning requirements from a user’s point of view.

drivers’ steering behavior. Numerous systems that try to
influence the driver via haptic steering wheel signals were
presented in the last years. They range from systems that
continuously support the driver in semi autonomous lane
guidance (e.g. [30]) to systems initiating a steering reaction
or prohibiting a steering action of the driver, as in the case of
an imminent lane departure or a possibly dangerous lane
change manoeuvre, respectively (e.g. [4]).
This paper provides a survey of haptic signals at the steering wheel. A representative overview of these signals is
achieved regarding studies of lane departure warning systems
(LDWS) of the last 15 years. LDWS sense the position of the
vehicle in the lane and warn the driver in case of an imminent
lane departure. It is recommended by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration that LDWS should issue a haptic
or audible warning in case of an imminent lane departure [7].
The next part of this paper lists and classifies the existing
signals. In the third part some general hints arising from the
findings of the analyzed studies are given.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) support drivers in the task of vehicle driving by sensing and processing
information of the vehicle surrounding. These systems interact with the driver using the visual, the auditory or the haptic
modality (e.g. [22]). While information transferred via the
visual or auditory modality runs risk of being missed (due to
driver inattentiveness, driver drowsiness, ambient noise etc.,
e.g. [6]), one main restriction of haptic information transfer is
the required contact with the driver. After all drivers have to
“feel” the information provided by the system. This limits the
sources for in-vehicle application of haptic information transfer to the driver seat, the seat belt, the pedals and the steering
wheel. Among these, the steering wheel is not only the primary actuator for vehicle lateral control but also the only
actuator the driver is in constant contact with.
Based on the compatibility of the location of stimulus and
response, most authors agree that haptic signals at the steering wheel should best provide information concerning vehicle
lateral guidance (e.g. [14], [23]). This means that haptic signals at the steering wheel should be used to influence the

2. CLASSIFICATION
The examination of the existing literature on haptic lane departure warning signals at the steering wheel reveals two
main groups. Signals based on additional torque, referred to
as steering wheel torque signals (see fig.1 left) are included in
the first group. An electric motor mounted at the steering
column is generally used to generate additional torque that is
perceivable at the steering wheel. Mechanical restrictions
limit the dynamic range of steering wheel torque oscillations
(i.e. torque applied subsequently in alternating directions) to
less than 20 Hz. The direction of the oscillation corresponds
to the direction of steering wheel rotation. If steering column
and steering shaft are not decoupled, additional steering
torque can cause both a rotational movement of the steering
wheel and a deviation in the driven trajectory.
The second group includes haptic signals induced by motors with eccentric weights (i.e. vibration motors used in
mobile phones), which are referred to as steering wheel vi-
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Contrarious steering torque jerk: In the concept “ReflektAS” (see [12]), specific steering wheel torque jerks are
applied in a manner causing reflexive steering reactions in the
opposite direction. According to the authors, these reflexive
reactions are elicited reliably and quickly.

bration signals (see fig. 1 right). These motors are mounted
directly into the steering wheel, and the vibrations can be
applied at frequencies of up to 200 Hz. Furthermore, the
vibration can be of any propagation and is not restricted to a
specific vibration direction. It is imported to note that a steering wheel vibration will not lead to a rotation of the steering
wheel without manual intervention by the driver.

Figure 1.

(Symmetric) Steering wheel oscillation: When steering wheel torque of equal extent is applied subsequently in
alternating direction, steering wheel oscillations are induced
(fig. 2). These oscillations inform the driver about the necessity of a steering reaction without transferring information on
direction. In the field of LDWS so far only studies in driving
simulators are examining this type of signal. The first studies
were conducted by Ziegler et al. [32], [2] and Rothe [25].
Tijerina et al. [31] investigate amongst others the influence of
acoustic information provided in addition to steering wheel
oscillation. Recent studies are particularly focusing on the
comparison of steering wheel oscillation with other (haptic,
visual or acoustic) warning signals, e.g. [29], [14], [18] and
[19]. In table 2, the parameters of the symmetric steering
wheel oscillations used in these studies are summarized (no
parameters are stated in [2], [14] and [32]).
It has to be mentioned that steering wheel oscillations are
commonly referred to as steering wheel vibrations (e.g. [14],
[18], [19], [29], [31]), which is definitely not incorrect. The
term “oscillation” is used in this paper to differentiate between signals induced by alternating torque (i.e. oscillations)
and signals induced by vibration motors (i.e. vibrations).
Other authors may however use the terms “vibration” and
“oscillation” in a different way. For this reason, strong care
has to be taken when comparing the findings of different
studies.

Schematic illustration of the differences
between steering wheel torque (left) and
steering wheel vibration signals (right)

2.1 Steering wheel torque signals
Steering torque jerk. By applying a steering torque jerk
pointing towards the lane center, the driver is given the information about the appropriate steering reaction necessary to
get back into the lane. Early studies focusing on truck applications were conducted by Ziegler et al. [32] (see also [2]). A
more recent study in the field of truck applications is described by Montiglio et al. [16]. To compare the steering
torque jerk signal with other (e.g. acoustic) warning signals,
driving simulator studies were conducted by Tijerina et al.
[31] and Kozak et al. [11]. Sato et al. [26], [27] as well as
Mann and Popken [14] examine the concept of jerky steering
torque in driving simulator studies and in real car studies.
Pohl and Ekmark [21] describe a study on a test track where
subjects are exposed to adjustable steering torque jerk warnings in the case of self induced lane departure events. Table 1
summarizes the parameters of the steering torque jerks applied in the studies (unfortunately, no parameters are stated
by the authors in [1], [11], [26], [27] and [32]).

Table 2. Parameters of steering wheel oscillation

Parameters

Mann & Popken [14]

1.5Nm, applied for 1s

Montiglio et al. [16]

Adjustable (< 3Nm, 4s)

Pohl & Ekmark [21]

Adjustable (e.g. 0.5Nm, 1s)

Tijerina et al. [31]

2Nm, 1.5s

Parameters
±4° 1 , 5Hz

Rothe [25]

±0.4Nm, 20Hz

Suzuki & Jansson [29]

±1.5Nm, 5Hz

Tijerina et al. [31]

±1.5Nm, 10Hz, applied for 1s

1.

Table 1. Parameters of steering torque jerks
Study

Study
Navarro et al. [18], [19]

Presumably the steering wheel angular rotation in the unfixed condition

Steering wheel oscillation with torque offset:
These signals arise from the combination of a steady torque
and symmetric oscillations at the steering wheel (see fig. 2).
In this case, the zero position of the oscillation does not correspond to the zero position (i.e. upright position) of the
steering wheel. Early studies examining the effect of steering
wheel oscillation with offset on the driver were conducted by
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imminent lane departure. To realize the mechanical excitation,
vibrators are mounted directly on the steering wheel.
Table 4 summarizes the existing studies on haptic lane departure warning signals at the steering wheel.

Kopf [10] on a test track and by Rothe [25] in a simulator
study. Motoyama et al. [17] describe a real road study. Two
recent studies conducted by Navarro et al. as well as Navarro
et al. and El Jaafari et al. are described in [18], [19] and [19],
[20], [5] respectively. In addition, the concept of steering
wheel oscillation with offset is compared to other warning
signals in [29] and [11]. Table 3 summarizes the parameters
used in the cited studies.

3. RESULTS
The studies listed in section 2 differ considerably in many
aspects, e.g. type and parameterization of the warning signals
(see tables 1 to 3), type of study (driving simulator, test track
or real road study), sample size (from n=3 in [26] to n=64 in
[31]) or provocation of lane departure events (varying from
self induced steering towards the boundaries to lane departure
due to micro sleep episodes). This considerably aggravates
the comparability of the findings.
To determine the effectiveness of the warning signals, most
studies evaluate effects in objective data such as reaction time
to the warning (e.g. [2], [11], [14], [17], [18], [26], [29]),
maximum lane excursion after the warning ([2], [11], [18],
[20], [26], [29]) or time spent outside the lane [11]. While the
objective data confirms the effectiveness of LDWS in general,
the comparison of modality reveals diverse results, with advantages of the haptic over the acoustic modality in [14], [16],
[17], [26], [27] and [29] and vice versa in [2]. This is not
surprising considering the huge diversity of the studies as
mentioned above.
As the haptic steering wheel warning signals investigated
in the cited studies differ considerably in type and parameterization, it is hardly possible to summarize proven facts
concerning “a haptic warning at the steering wheel”. For this
reason it is all the more important to “read between the lines”
and to point out some general hints derived in these studies.
These hints are discussed in this part.

Table 3. Parameters of steering wheel oscillation
with torque offset
Study

Parameters

Kopf [10]

±4Nm, 15Hz, 1.5Nm Offset

Kozak et al. [11]

±2Nm, 15Hz,
no parameter stated for offset

Motoyama et al. [17]

<1.2Nm Offset (adaptive)
applied for 1.5s; no parameters stated for oscillation

Navarro et al. [18], [19]

±4.6° 1, 3.3Hz, 1.4° Offset

Navarro et al. [19], [20],
El Jaafari et al. [5]
Rothe [25]

±1.25Nm, 3.3Hz, 0.75Nm
Offset
±0.4Nm, 20Hz, 0.5Nm Offset

Suzuki & Jansson [29]

±1Nm, 3Hz, 1Nm Offset

1.

Presumably the steering wheel angular rotation in the unfixed condition

torque [Nm]

(symmetric) steering wheel oscillations

0

torque [Nm]

steering wheel oscillations with torque offset

Steering torque may remain unnoticed: Comparable
to the risk of missing auditive information due to background
noise, synthetically generated torque at the steering wheel
interferes with “natural” torque, especially induced by the
interaction of tyres and pavement. This impedes identification of the additional information based on steering wheel
torque, thus increasing the rate of missed information. In [11],
32% of all steering torque warnings were missed. At the same
time, 33% of all driver reactions were triggered by apparent
torque warnings that did actually not exist. In contrast, steering wheel oscillations were recognized in more than 98%.
One possibility that may solve this problem is to overlay
static torque jerks with alternating steering wheel oscillation
as proposed in [10]. The oscillation emphasizes the synthetic
torque information and facilitates its identification.

0

time [s]

Figure 2.

Schematic diagrams of symmetric steering wheel oscillation and steering wheel
oscillation with torque offset.

2.2. Steering wheel vibration signals
Based on the authors’ knowledge, there is no publicly available study investigating vibrations at the whole steering
wheel as lane departure warning signals. However, Navarro
et al. and El Jaafari et al. [19], [20], [5] apply vibrations at
either the left or right half of a steering wheel (referred to as
directional steering wheel vibrations) to warn the driver of an
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Table 4. Haptic lane departure warning signals at the steering wheel: studies and denotations
(in chronological order; denotations in italic type are translated from the german denotations)
Signal

Studies

Steering torque jerk

[1] [21] [26] [27] [31]: “torque”; [14]: “steering torque”; [16]: “active torque”; [11]: “steering wheel
torque”

(Symmetric) Steering
wheel oscillation

[1] [32]: “oscillating steering wheel”; [25]: “shaking steering wheel”; [31]: “vibrated steering
wheel”; [29]: “steering vibration”; [14]: “steering wheel vibration”; [18] [19]: “vibratory warning”

Oscillation with torque
offset

[10]: “continuous torque + vibration”; [25]: “shaking steering wheel and torque”; [17]: “vibration +
torque”; [29]: “pulse-like steering torque”; [11]: “steering wheel vibration + torque”; [5] [18] [19]
[20]: “motor priming”

Directional steering
wheel vibration

[5] [19] [20]: “wheel vibratory warning”

Erroneous and reflexive reactions on steering
torque jerks exist: Both Ziegler et al. [32] and Bishel et al.
[2] report on erroneous reactions following warning by steering wheel torque jerks. Some drivers reacted on the torque
jerk by turning the steering wheel in the opposite direction,
thus acting against the torque instead of according to it.
This phenomenon was even more distinct when steering
wheel torque and oscillation were combined. In [10], 7% of
the information on direction transferred by the steering torque
is misinterpreted, thus leading to a reaction in the opposite
direction. This rate is even higher in [29], where 50% of all
steering responses in the unpredicted condition (i.e. subjects
were not aware of the meaning of the warning) opposed the
direction of the torque. This rate decreased in the predicted
condition, but not below 25%.
According to the authors in [29], the mental model of some
subjects responsible for the reaction is inappropriate. For
example, a steering wheel torque may correspond to the reaction of the car to a lateral disturbance, e.g. a wind gust, thus
causing a corrective steering reaction opposing the warning
torque. It should however be pointed out that it is not the
mental model which is inappropriate but rather the haptic
signal, as it triggers the “wrong” model.
While the erroneous reactions described above result from
misinterpretations of the warning signal, the literature also
reports on (desired) reflexive reactions on steering torque
jerks. In [12], some subjects react on torque jerks with a reaction time of 60 to 70ms. According to the authors, these reaction times confirm that the torque jerks caused reflexes. Since
reflexive reactions are automatic and can not be inhibited, the
driver is overruled. The field of application of this signal
should thus be limited to the case of emergency.

Furthermore, a small torque range limits the range of interference of a system based on additional torque. On the other
hand, strong torque is to be regarded critically not only in
case of fault, but may also be perceived as being intrusive
and disruptive.
The thresholds separating torque which is dimensioned in
an appropriate manner from too weak and too strong torque
are subject to interindividual variability. While 8 of 28 subjects in [21] asked for a higher amount of the applied steering
torque (up to 150% of the nominal amount used by the authors), three subjects whished for a lower one (only 30% of
the nominal value). Although these results do not allow for
generalization, they show by trend that subjects desire and
tolerate different amounts of steering wheel torque.
Haptic signals can transmit a meaning: As reported
above, Suzuki and Jansson [29] assume inappropriate mental
models to be responsible for erroneous reactions on steering
wheel torque jerks. According to them, steering wheel torque
is sometimes associated to lateral disturbances, thus causing
unintended corrective steering reactions opposing the torque.
While this analogy to a known situation is rather hindering,
desired analogies can appear in the case of steering wheel
oscillation and vibration. These signals are sometimes associated with the rumble phenomenon created when the tyres hit
profiled road markings or rumble strips milled into the pavement besides road markings. Thus the driver receives the
reason for the warning (i.e. lane departure) along with the
haptic warning signal. This analogy contributes to an enhancement in transparency and user acceptance consequently,
thereby assisting in performing the correct steering reaction
(see [5], [11], [19], [20]). The existence of this analogy is all
the more astonishing given the fact that the rumble phenomenon described above is also (and perhaps primarily) perceived with the auditory modality. Hence acoustic lane departure warning signals (unimodal or as part of multimodal

The amount of torque desired and accepted varies interindividually: When the synthetic torque applied at
the steering wheel is too weak, its perceptibility decreases.
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acterized the signal as being intrusive, accompanied with the
feeling of loss of control. Vibratory warnings on the other
hand (both at the steering wheel and at the seat) were rated as
being the best warning signals by most subjects (56%).

warnings) are often realized as acoustic rumble strip sound
(e.g. [1], [8], [15], [19], [20], [24], [25], [32]).
Directional information seems to be preferred:
Overlaying steering wheel torque with oscillation facilitates
the perceptibility of the additional (static) torque, as mentioned above. Another reason for this combination is the
addition of some “directional” content to the steering wheel
oscillation, which by itself is non-directional and does not
inform the driver about the direction of the desired steering
reaction (e.g. [17]).
According to the survey conducted in [25], this lack of information on direction is the main fault of a symmetric steering wheel oscillation compared to an oscillation superimposed with static torque. Subjects also preferred warning
signals with directional information to non-directional ones in
the survey conducted in [31], which was rather clear-cut
according to the authors.
Navarro et al. [19], [20] and El Jaafari et al. [5] try to transfer directional information with directional steering wheel
vibrations. Two vibrators are mounted on the top half of the
steering wheel (“10-to-2-position”) with the vibrating side
indicating the direction of lane departure. This is comparable
to the concept of directional driver seat vibrations already
available as a lane departure warning signal in series production. Since the vibration excited on one side was also perceivable at the other side of the steering wheel and could
hardly be distinguished by the subjects, it is mainly the missing information on direction that subjects criticize.

4. DISCUSSION
The application of synthetic haptic signals at the steering
wheel can assist in inducing a steering reaction by the driver.
Several signals and studies were presented in the last years in
the field of LDWS, particularly signals based on superimposed torque at the steering wheel.
Based on more than 20 published studies in the last 15
years, most questions concerning the application of haptic
lane departure warnings at the steering wheel are expected to
be answered. First of all, a little consensus in the signal denotations can be observed, considerably aggravating the comparability of the findings of different authors. The usage of the
term “steering wheel vibration” may particularly be mistakable, as this term is used both for signals based on alternating
torque and vibrations induced by vibration motors. As a result, findings concerning driver reactions on steering wheel
vibrations only allow for limited comparability. To make
matters worse, some publications comprise only spare information. Results are often neither statistically documented nor
critically discussed. As a matter of fact, the results listed in
chapter 3 are to be considered as hypotheses requiring further
investigation.
While the general effectiveness of haptic signals at the
steering wheel in case of lane departure could be proven (e.g.
with respect to reaction time), there still is some room for
improvement. From a user’s point of view, a suitable warning
signal should at least be clearly perceivable without being
intrusive or disruptive. This is especially important when
warnings are unnecessary in the driver’s opinion. The signal
should furthermore transmit a meaning (“why did I get this
warning?”) or at least not trigger the “wrong” mental model.
Moreover, the signal should concretely recommend an action
(“what exactly am I supposed to do now?”).
To remain with the application of LDWS, a signal combining an oscillation or vibration at the steering wheel (analogy
to rumble phenomenon when leaving the road) with directional information seems to be reasonable. In the authors’
opinion, directional steering wheel vibrations are particularly
capable of fulfilling the hypothesized requirements. While
the single-sided vibrations were mostly felt on both hands in
[5], [19] and [20], subjects were easily able to localize and
name the vibrating side in a recent study [1]. This study addressed the question whether drivers intuitively steer away
from directional steering wheel vibrations (as in the case of a

User acceptance is to be taken into consideration:
On 1.000 km of car driving, a LDWS recognizes on average
50 to 80 imminent lane departure situations [3]. This rate is
even higher for truck applications, partially due to their bigger dimensions. Drivers sometimes guide their vehicle to the
lane border intentionally, e.g. when cutting corners. From this
it is evident, that the absence of a warning (as in the case of
vehicles without LDWS) does not necessarily result in a lane
departure accident.
The subjective rating of the warning signal therefore becomes all the more important. Haptic warning signals generally benefit from their privacy, i.e. they are recognized only
by the driver (e.g. [6], [10], [24]). As reported in [21], drivers
accept some amount of nuisance warning for haptic signals
which would not be accepted for audible warnings.
Albeit being applicable as a lane departure warning signal
regarding the objective data in [19], [20] and [5], steering
wheel oscillations with torque offset are least accepted by the
drivers compared to other warning signals (acoustic warning,
steering wheel vibration, seat vibration, etc.). Subjects char-
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lane departure warning) or toward the vibrations (as proposed
in [9]).
Based on the results in [1], the application of directional
steering wheel vibrations as lane departure warning signals
could be proven. But still some questions remain open. Do
drivers really associate steering wheel vibrations to the rumble phenomenon and to they really desire directional information? Future steps are now required to verify these hypotheses
that were proposed based on the existing literature.
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